
 
 

President’s Message 
Coffee With Duke… Why Do We Let Failure Affect Our Sense of Self-Worth? 

 
Dear AAID Colleague: 
 
I have had doctors call me to say that a previously placed implant failed or a bone graft did not ossify after two 
attempts. The patient is upset and then calls the practitioner a poor dentist and a FAILURE! 
 
These doctors have said, “I feel like a failure because the patient is so upset. Maybe I should get out of dentistry?” 
 
In this situation, I usually tell them what Zig Ziglar used to tell me, “Duke, failure is an event, never a person; an 
attitude, not an outcome; a temporary inconvenience; a steppingstone. Your response to it determines just how 
helpful it can be.” 
 
I explain that the failed implant or the failed bone graft has nothing to do with: 
 
How much the doctor loves their spouse! 
How much the doctor loves their children! 
How much the doctor loves their grandchildren! 
 
Dr. Hilt Tatum and I used to talk endlessly about how to learn from the 
procedures that did not work, why they failed, and what should be done 
differently next time. 
 
We would ask each other, “Is there a different graft material we could 
use?”  Or “Is there a different soft tissue procedure that would be more 
successful?” 
 
FAILURE OF A DENTAL PROCEDURE HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH YOUR PERSONAL WORTH 

 
You cannot tailor-make situations in life, but you can tailor-make the attitudes to 
fit those situations. 
 
Zig also used to tell me “Of all the 'attitudes' we acquire, surely the attitude of 
gratitude is the most important and by far the most life-changing.” 
 
Be grateful for the hundreds of successful implant procedures that have returned 
hundreds of patients to wonderful functioning supporting prostheses.  

 
Author Napoleon Hill said, “You either ride life or it rides you. Your mental attitude determines who is ‘rider’ and 
who is ‘horse.’” 
 

Duke's Great Grandchildren 

https://www.aaid.com/index.html


Do you have a mentor in AAID whom you can call to discuss those failed procedures? If not, come to the Annual 
Conference in Chicago November 10-13 and find a speaker or a credentialed member and ask them: 
 
“May I call you to discuss a case that did not turn out the way I wanted it to?”  
 
When you register, make sure to find some “digging out of problems” educational sessions to attend. 

Did you ever let one failure as a dentist affect your sense of self-worth? How did you 
change your attitude and overcome it? Let me know by emailing me at 
president@aaid.com. See you in Chicago! 

 
Dr. Duke Heller 
AAID President 2020-2021 
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